The Emergence of a Phenomenon

proselytize, lapsed into obscurity. He is reported to have died in Los Angeles sometime in the 1980s.

Sources:


The history of anomalous aerial phenomena divides into three eras according to the prevailing concept of what could be mysterious in the sky. Most witnesses of strange flying objects from the late nineteenth century onward have reported technological devices, whether airships, phantom fliers, foo fighters, ghost rockets, flying saucers, or UFOs. Mechanical wonders have supplemented and, in part, supplanted the natural anomalies that rose to prominence in the eighteenth century and dominated reports in the nineteenth. In naturalistic terms the witnesses of unusual aerial objects saw peculiar meteors, auroras, electrical discharges, or some other freaks of astrophysics and the atmosphere.

A supernatural conception dominated the descriptions of and explanations for aerial phenomena reported during the first and longest by far of these three eras. It stretches from earliest times until the eighteenth century without a rival and lingers even today. Throughout this vast period people reported many appearances in the sky as strange and credited anything out of the ordinary with a supernatural origin. A strange sight could be a supernatural being or, more often, a message from such beings. In those days the heavens were telling the will of the gods. They sent their admonitions or warnings and prefigured future events, written in signs and wonders for all to see and fraught with deepest significance.

The understanding of nature during the supernatural era differed substantially from a modern understanding. The present world view separates the human and the natural realms. They interact in a multidirectional relationship of cause and effect, but mind, morality, and society are unique to the human realm while nature consists of the amoral workings of mindless forces. The supernatural world view imposed no such distinction. Humans lived in a world that was either animate in its own right, a place where objects and forces partook of a life of their own, or alive through the agency of gods, spirits, and supernatural powers. The nonhuman realm was an anthropomorphic image of human individuals and society, while the two realms shared a universal mind, emotional sympathy, and moral obligation. Both realms
intermingled so closely that movements of the planets influenced human fate while weather or plant life reflected the good or evil in human actions.

A common cosmology of the supernatural era envisioned a tripartite universe. An upper or heavenly level belonged to the gods or powerful high spirits; the middle level was the earth and belonged to humans; the lower level or underworld belonged to the dead or lesser, often malevolent spirits. These levels were never far apart and intersected at some points, such as a mountain or cave. A sacred tree might have its roots in the underworld and its upper branches in heaven. Some spirits shared the earth itself, inhabiting every tree, rock, or stream and interacting with human beings on occasion. Normally invisible or imperceptible beings such as fairies might cohabit the earth in a sort of alternate universe but occasionally appear to mortals. Traffic to and fro between one level and another was also a common way for humans to meet supernatural beings. A vehicle was seldom required for these otherworldly visitors, but the supernatural world view allowed the gods to descend or the dead to arise and exercise influence on earth as a normal, even predictable state of affairs.

Contact between humans and the supernatural otherworld could take several forms:

Direct meeting. A common theme in mythology and such epics as Homer’s Iliad or the Ramayana is the descent of gods to the earth, where they take a hand in human affairs by helping favored individuals or peoples and destroying their foes. Many legends tell of encounters with the creatures of lower mythology—people who see ghosts, meet fairies, or suffer the torments of demons. Sometimes humans turn the tables and visit the otherworld, as when Odysseus sailed to the end of the earth and entered Hades to talk with the dead, or an angel carried Mohammed to view heaven. A common tale among the American Indians described a hole in the sky through which humans passed between heaven and earth in a basket attached to a rope (Thompson, 1966). These meetings usually occur in a distant or indefinite past.

Visions. Visions are direct meetings in a nonphysical mode. St. Paul encountered Christ in a vision on the road to Damascus; then again he spoke of an ascent to paradise, “whether in the body or out of the body, I cannot tell: God knoweth” (2 Corinthians 12:2-4). Ezekiel’s wheel was a visionary experience, while an extensive pseudographical literature of journeys to heaven and hell developed during the intertestamental period; most such journeys were cast as visionary experiences. This tradition continued into the Christian era and culminated in Dante’s Divine Comedy (Himmelfarb, 1983; Zaleski, 1987). The initiation of a Siberian shaman often took the form of a souljourney, with the spirit entering the underworld to meet supernatural beings and gain magical powers while the body lay in a catatonic state (Eliade, 1974). A vision quest was necessary in the training of the Sioux medicine man and allowed him to learn wisdom from ancestral spirits (Neihardt, 1972).

Apparitions. A general name for any sort of visible supernatural manifestation, apparition usually refers to a sight that is definite in form and complex in composition, more substantial than visions but less than fully physical. The term today applies most often to appearances of the Virgin Mary, an elaborate type of manifestation that has occurred from medieval times to the present. These apparitions sometimes involved aerial events and usually included visionary encounters, physical traces, and prophetic messages (Christian, 1981). In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, apparitions of sky battles, angelic hosts, aerial ships, and symbolic events enacted in the clouds were commonplace and elaborate. Ghostly activity also took this title, if vivid and prolonged enough. Apparitions show themselves in contemporary time to living, ordinary individuals or groups of people who attest to the events and perhaps make depositions to the authorities.

Signs and wonders. This category encompasses miscellaneous appearances and events, related only because they were unusual enough to provoke wonder and regarded as supernatural messages. The ancient Romans classified these indications into several types: “Prodigy” was the most general term and covered any extraordinary manifestation sent by the divinities to reveal their will. A portent or sign was a divine indication given to the state or the people as a whole, while an omen admonished a particular individual. The appearance of a monster (monstrum), in the form of a strange animal, grotesque natural appearance, or
deformed birth, conveyed a warning and specifically indicated divine displeasure (Krauss, 1930). Christian writers adopted these terms, though in the seventeenth century a common collective term for seemingly meaningful events of extraordinary character was “divine providence,” the intervention of God to warn or punish living humans.

At a time when close ties between the human and nonhuman realms were taken for granted, people accepted that great events left a mark on the present even before they happened. The foreknowledge of the gods or natural sympathies guaranteed some precursor as a sign, if only witnesses could recognize it. People therefore paid close attention to strange events as likely full of meaning for individuals and society. The more wonderful a sight, the more important its meaning and the more certain its supernatural origin. These events were the most topical anomalies, seen by many people but only momentarily of interest.

Signs and wonders divide into terrestrial and celestial categories. Almost any event could convey an omen if so perceived. So ordinary an incident as a stumbling horse could presage an upcoming misfortune for the rider. Commonly mentioned terrestrial prodigies include odd animal behavior, moving statues, or children speaking from the womb. People readily attributed natural disasters such as earthquakes or lightning striking a church steeple to divine anger, and personal disasters to divine punishment. Signs such as weeping statues, rains of blood, or audible moans and cries in the night seemed laden with foreboding. The rains of fishes, black snows, and falls of unusual substances best remembered from the writings of Charles Fort attracted the interest of a long series of precursors who read supernatural messages in such events.

These categories aside, the most spectacular, most recorded, and most puzzled-over prodigies were the celestial anomalies. They divide into several types:

Validating signs. The skies proclaimed the uniqueness and importance of special individuals. A star might appear to announce the birth of a divine being, or a comet the death of a king. An extensive literature of saints’ legends grew up in the Middle Ages, and these accounts included many signs of the sacredness of the saints. Lights from heaven shone down on the birthplace and grave of a saint, or angels flew overhead (Loomis, 1948).

Message signs. Reading the language of heavenly signs engaged an elite of experts throughout the supernatural era. Sometimes a prodigy simply indicated the will of the gods, positively in the case of the emperor Augustus when he saw a rainbow as a sign of approval, or negatively when an apparition of the executed Charles I hovered over Parliament. Admonitory signs cautioned against a present course of action, while warning signs gave evidence of the gods’ displeasure and punishment to come. A misfortune might be diverted by the proper rituals. The institutionalization of reading and expiating prodigies among the Babylonian, Chinese, pagan Roman, and Christian priesthood attests to the seriousness with which these signs were taken as well as the care exercised in averting their consequences.

Portentous signs. All signs and wonders foretold the future to some degree, but certain manifestations gave a warning of things to come that anyone might read. Battles in the air, aerial swords, flying black coffins, and bloodlike appearances in the sky offered unambiguous forecasts of war, disease, and calamity to fearful observers. Traditional belief also preserved for the common people an understanding of many extraordinary events. Mysterious lights in Wales were known as corpse candles and similar lights regarded elsewhere as death omens, their appearance always followed soon after by a death in the community.

Wonders. A great many strange aerial events conveyed no obvious message, except to determined professional interpreters. Sights such as ships in the air might have no meaning beyond the wonder they inspired, or count as vaguely portentous at most. Then as now, an aerial event could become noteworthy for no more reason than its unfamiliarity.

A history of prodigy ideas and literature. The supernatural era presents considerable consistency from beginning to end in the types of anomalies recorded and the general interpretations given them. Sights that appeared to the Romans appeared as well in the Middle Ages and flourished throughout the age of the Reformation. The same natural phenomena awed ancient peoples worldwide. As a result an international similarity characterizes prodigies so that He-
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beware, Babylonian, Chinese, Japanese, and Islamic accounts reflect ideas and sights little different from European records.

Astronomers of ancient Egypt and Mesopotamia watched the skies with diligence, and life in these early civilizations revolved around regular celestial motions. The Babylonians kept detailed records of normal heavenly movements as well as abnormal events, reading elaborate astrological interpretations into astronomical data. Prodigious events attracted enough interest for the Babylonians to compile a separate book of omens covering the period from about 1050 to 950 B.C. Most of the contents are concerned with animals or moving statues, though the book records a darkness in daylight and fire in the sky in an apparent reference to a solar eclipse. The ancient Egyptians were also careful astronomers but seemed less concerned with systematic record-keeping of strange events. Egyptian mythology includes a noteworthy story of a time when the sun god Ra lived on earth and ruled over humans. His subjects began to blaspheme and call him impotent, then set up an ambush for him as he sailed along the Nile. Ra’s son Horus heard of this plot and assumed the form of a brilliant flying disc to attack the rebels. Ra did not allow all humans to be killed, but he left the earth and ever after sailed only the celestial Nile (Budge, 1912).

Actual historical records are barren of all but an occasional omen.

How thoroughly we know the Egyptian records is uncertain. In 1953 the *Fortean Society*’s magazine *Doubt* (issue 41) published a translation by Boris de Rachewiltz of a report supposed to be from the annals of the reign of Pharaoh Thuthmosis III, ca. 1500 B.C. At the sixth hour of the day a soundless, foul-smelling circle of fire perhaps 50 meters in diameter crossed the sky, causing great consternation among witnesses. Some days later more of these objects appeared in sight of the king and his army, brighter than the sun, moving upward and to the south. Fishes and volatiles then fell from the sky, and the king ordered a purification ceremony. Fifteen years later, after publication of this story, its investigation was reopened by members of the University of Colorado UFO project (usually called the Condon Committee after its head, physicist Edward U. Condon). The manuscript once belonged to a Prof. Tulli, who had willed it to his brother, also deceased. The brother’s heirs had dispersed the papyri as things of little value. Vatican sources indicated that Tulli was only an amateur Egyptologist and de Rachewiltz no better (though a real person, married to the daughter of poet Ezra Pound and an active Fortean). For these reasons and vague parallels between the account and the biblical passage concerning Ezekiel’s wheel, the Condon writer suspected a hoax (Rosenberg, 1969). Hoax or not, the fact that irreplaceable manuscripts could disappear shakes any confidence that we know Egyptian history with suitable thoroughness.

Like the Mesopotamians, the ancient Chinese were systematic astronomers and astrologers. They kept extensive records and included them in the 26 official dynastic histories, leaving almost continuous coverage of astronomical events from about 100 B.C. onward and scattered accounts from earlier times. So accurate are these records that modern astronomers have used them to locate supernovae and calculate cometary orbits (Needham, 1959; Clark and Stephenson, 1979). For the Chinese, as for the Babylonians, events in the sky had meaning for events on earth, and such relationships were duly noted. Japanese records of strange phenomena are less systematic than the Chinese, but references to anomalous events appear as well in the Japanese historical literature.

Wherever ancient peoples made astronomical observations and left records of the work, a concern for anomalous phenomena is evident, and a fear that they portended momentous events is clear. The enlightened astronomers of the Islamic world worried about signs in the sky, and even the Mayan astronomers of Mesoamerica evolved similar beliefs independently of any contact with the Old World.

Of course our knowledge of observations and beliefs is most comprehensive for European history. The ancient Greeks paid close attention to oracles and divination, but the major historians—Herodotus, Thucydides, and Xenophon—made scant reference to prodigious events. Most Roman historians were much better disposed toward the uncanny. Livy’s history of Rome is replete with detailed accounts of prodigies and their relationship to affairs of the city. Tacitus, Suetonius, Dio Cassius, and Ammianus Marcellinus likewise weave prodigious events into
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the fabric of their narratives. Non-Roman historians in the Roman world such as Plutarch, Flavius Josephus, and Diodorus Siculus include anomalous phenomena as a matter of course. The New Testament combines Hebrew and Classical supernaturalism into vivid accounts such as the Star of Bethlehem and Saul’s vision on the road to Damascus.

The Romans were of two minds about these events. Roman religion accorded prodigies a high status, treated them as matters of utmost concern, and carried out elaborate rituals of purification in the wake of even rather trivial appearances (MacBain, 1982). This official view was not universal, however. The Roman orator and statesman Cicero wrote a dialogue, On Divination, in which he expressed the skeptical attitude of an educated elite as he condemned the common willingness to see an omen in every trifle, accept evidence after the fact as proof for the validity of an omen, and believe that Jupiter would communicate his will through such commonplaces as the cackling of chickens. Yet a pervasive faith in prodigies persisted among the literate and presumably thrived among the common people. As the Roman Empire declined, a concern with supernatural matters seemed to increase. An obscure fourth-century writer named Julius Obsequens culled the prodigious events from Livy’s history and compiled them into a separate book, a demonstration that such happenings had become matters of independent interest.

The Middle Ages began with the fall of the Roman Empire in the fifth century. Christianity triumphed, barbarian hordes swept through Europe, central authority collapsed, and feudalism became the predominant social system. Most of the learning of Classical antiquity disappeared from the continent, and the period from the fifth through the eleventh centuries has been called the Dark Ages. These social upheavals brought few changes in the concept or appearance of prodigies. Christian fathers such as Augustine and Orosius adopted them as valid happenings and forerunners of the end of the world but drew them into the larger theological context of miracles. Miracles were real, of course, attested to in the Bible, but mostly things of the past. Present-day events were seldom genuinely miraculous but a part of God’s natural order not understood by human beings, or else the work of demonic powers. If interpretation acquired a Christian flavor, the sights remained the same. Aerial crosses became commonplace, and angels replaced flying gods, but pagan prodigies continued largely unchanged in a Christian world.

Monastic writers recorded the history of this era in the form of chronicles, lists of significant events in chronological order with little interpretation or commentary. This form was ideal for preserving anomalies, and references to strange sights in the sky often turn up side by side with deeds of the king or entries about wars and crusades. The most detailed chronicles originated during the high Middle Ages of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, when writers such as Matthew Paris and Roger of Wendover compiled national histories for Britain going back to its mythological origins. Latin was the universal language of Western Europe, Greek of the Byzantine East. Some chronicles were written in the vernacular, such as the Annals of the Four Masters in Ireland, the Anglo-Saxon Chronicles in Britain, and the Nestor chronicle in Russia. Most historical documents of whatever language contain many references to prodigies and confirm their universal appeal.

Wracked by war, plague, and religious uncertainty, the late Middle Ages of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries provided fertile ground for supernatural belief. Marian apparitions grew in number, fears of witchcraft intensified, and apocalyptic expectations lent new urgency to signs in the sky. Europe was approaching a great historical turning point, the Protestant Reformation. The sixteenth and seventeenth centuries brought reformation and counter-reformation, inquisitions, witchcraft epidemics, and religious wars. This period also gave rise to the most intensive interest in aerial wonders before modern times.

Two factors helped make the Reformation a golden age for prodigies. One was the widespread religious ferment that upset old certitudes and disrupted the peace of Europe. In fearful and uncertain times, any manifestation of possibly supernatural origin held keen interest. Leading religious figures such as Martin Luther reaffirmed that signs must precede the end of the world, and Puritan belief fostered keen
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awareness of the supernatural by emphasizing a daily struggle between God and Satan in the worldly arena. The second factor was the printing press, introduced in the fifteenth century and widespread by the beginning of the sixteenth. Printing made possible the dissemination of topical news at an unprecedented rate and replacement of learned languages with the vernacular. A sizable fraction of the European public was literate in its native language and eager to read sensational reports of strange events. Publishers were equally eager to satisfy this demand.

Rediscovery and publication of the prodigy book of Obsequens in 1508 initiated a flood of similar works. The most comprehensive was the Prodigiorum ac Ostenstorum Chronicon, which appeared in 1557 at Basel. Its author, Conrad Lycosthenes, intended to improve on Obsequens by listing every prodigy that had appeared from the beginning of the world to the present. He searched the Bible, ancient histories, medieval chronicles, and recent sources to compile a huge collection of wonderful events. When the English cleric Stephen Bateman translated Lycosthenes into English in 1581, he entered into the spirit of the project by updating the chronicle and adding prodigies from sources unavailable to his Alsatian predecessor. Bateman took seriously the apocalyptic mission of prodigies and gave his book the alarming title The Doome Warning All Men to the Judgment.

Book-length collections were published in Germany by Johann Wolf and Johannes Praetorius, in France by Pierre Boaistuau and Simon Goullart. English-language books included E. Fenton’s Certaine Secrete Wonders of Nature (1559), John Vicars’s Prodigies and Appearitions, or England’s Warning-Pieces (1642), John Gadbury’s Natura Prodigiorum (1660), Nathaniel Crouch’s Admirable Curiosities, Rarities and Wonders (1682) and The Surprizing Miracles of Nature and Art (1683). From America the Puritan minister Increase Mather published An Essay for the Recording of Illustrious Providences (1684), and his witch-hunting son, Cotton, the Magnalia Christi Americana (1702). Interest in prodigies supported shorter works such as Strange News, or the Historie of Strange Wonders (1561), Looke Up and See Wonders (1628), and L. Brinckman’s The Warnings of Germany (1638), a list of the dire portents that accompanied the Thirty Years’ War. Most common of all were innumerable pamphlets a few pages long proclaiming “Strange News” to readers.

One of the most noteworthy English collections was titled Mirabilis Annus, or the Year of Prodigies and Wonders. It appeared in three installments during 1661 and 1662. The Protestant theologian John Calvin had said that miracles occurred every day. His intention was to downplay the importance of such events and turn popular interest away from them, but his words had just the opposite effect on the anonymous author of Mirabilis Annus. This writer set out to prove that Calvin’s words were quite literally true, and prodigious events of the air, land, and sea were indeed almost daily occurrences. Some of his instances showed in a heavy-handed way that God favored the Puritan cause against the Royalists. A furor arose as the government accused the author of fabricating his prodigies for political ends and tried without success to discover his identity (Thomas, 1971).

This literature reflected the learned side of beliefs about anomalous aerial phenomena, but along with it existed the beliefs of the common people. Systematic efforts to collect folklore began only in the nineteenth century, so we cannot know for certain how popular belief compared to learned belief during the era when supernatural ideas predominated. At the same time we have good reason to think that age-old beliefs persisted in folklore until this century. Medieval chroniclers such as Giraldus Cambrensis and Gervase of Tilbury sometimes referred to fairies or ghostly manifestations little different from later folklore, and Reformation-era authors included many folk motifs in writings on ghosts and witchcraft. A few authors, among them John Aubrey, author of Miscellanies (1721), were early folklorists who collected popular beliefs like those found later. The luminous phenomena associated with fairies, ghosts, and death omens in recent times seem largely unchanged for hundreds, perhaps thousands, of years.

If the supernatural era was a time of credulity, it was also a time with a persistent undercurrent of scientific understanding. The earliest astronomers recognized the basic regularity of the heavens, and scholars of the high Middle Ages regarded even irregular phenomena like comets and meteors as natural. One
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sense of the prodigious was an event counter to nature. Although this idea reflected popular understanding, ancient philosophers and Christian theologians committed themselves too strongly on certain first principles to tolerate capricious violations. For the Classical philosophers the principle was a universal regularity of nature; for the theologians, God's creation of a perfect natural order. Ptolemy explained that comets resulted from an overabundance of the element of fire in the upper atmosphere. This excess of celestial fire then heated the human spirit to a greater lust for war. Augustine explained the apparition of an aerial battle as the work of demons as they tried to fire up a similar lust. The Christian scholars adopted Classical theories of nature and set God above it as its creator and controller, but seldom as a meddler.

The effort to reconcile a strong belief in the communicative value of anomalies with theoretical systems that opposed this role led to the concept of dual causality. Such events were both natural and supernatural. Prodigies were natural phenomena like any other and in no sense a violation of nature, but they also related to earthly events. This relationship could be causative, indicative, or merely associative. Few writers accorded prodigies the causal role that Ptolemy gave them but granted that God might signal a warning out of foreknowledge of human events to come, by making use of natural processes in an unusual way. Many authors attempted to link a prodigy with the events it supposedly indicated, but this tie attenuated over time as strange events became simply associative, the sort of happening that occurred along with other events worthy of mention but unconnected with them. By 1697, when William Turner published his Complete History of the Most Remarkable Providences, prodigies had become generalized into any sort of remarkable event. Turner included feats of human engineering alongside strange sights in the sky as proof of God's providence. The popular idea of some foreboding relationship between aerial prodigies and terrestrial events persisted, but the supernatural side of dual causation was well on the wane by the late seventeenth century.

A natural interpretation for aerial events found advocates among the rising community of scientific rationalists. The English writers Polydore Vergil and John Spencer followed Cicero and argued against the reality of supernatural manifestations, while Edmund Halley's determination that the comet now bearing his name followed a regular orbit drew these most dreaded of prodigies fully into the natural sphere. The founding of organizations such as the Royal Society in the mid-seventeenth century opened a new forum for the rationalistic study of aerial events. By 1700 the supernatural world view was coming to an end, and the first great age of "UFO" beliefs was in transition.

Of course these changes did not occur overnight. Popular belief maintained supernatural ideas little touched by the new currents of science. Enclaves of Puritan thought preserved a faith in prodigies throughout the eighteenth century, just as religious sects would keep supernatural aerial anomalies alive into this century. A few echoes of seventeenth-century descriptions and ideas turned up in eighteenth-century periodicals such as the Annual Register and Gentleman's Magazine, but they more often recorded meteors and similar phenomena as strictly natural events.

No sooner were supernatural anomalies laid to rest than science began to gather a few skeletons in its own closet. The more scientists understood about astronomical and meteorological phenomena, the more clearly they recognized that an occasional report failed to fit the established paradigm. Meteors themselves no longer carried a divine message, but a misbehaving meteor portended dire consequences for scientific theory. Sometimes the theory changed to adapt to the phenomenon, as when meteorites became accepted as stones that fell from the sky during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Sometimes scientists ignored the anomalous event and left a growing "procession of the damned" for Charles Fort to gather. After 1800 most strange sights in the sky had had only natural or artificial connotations.

Representative observations of aerial anomalies from the supernatural era. Most pre-1800 reports describe now-familiar astronomical or meteorological phenomena, with nothing strange about them but the terminology and metaphors used.

Comets. England, January 729: "There appeared about
the sun two terrible stars; one of which went before the rising sun, the other followed him when he set, as it were presaging destruction to the east and west.... They extended their fiery tails to the northwest, and... continued nearly fifteen days" (Roger of Wendover, 1849). England, February 16, 1106: "A strange star appeared in the evening, and for a long time after that was seen each evening shining for a while. The star appeared in the southwest—it seemed small and dark, but the light that came from it was very bright and appeared like an immense beam shining north-east; and one evening it seemed as if the beam were flashing back toward the star" (Peterborough Chronicle, 1971). China, July 31, 1506: "A star was seen to the west.... It resembled a great ball. Its color was a bluish white. After some days it had a small tail.... It gradually lengthened, and appeared like a broom" (Williams, 1871). Persia, 1617-18: One of several signs "was a slanting shaft of light, shaped like a sword, which was visible in the east nearly every morning; its tail pointed southward" (Monshi, 1978).

Meteors. Rome, 91 B.C.: "About sunrise a ball of fire flashed forth from the northern heavens with a great noise in the sky" (Obsequens, 1959). England, A.D. 555: "There was seen the appearance of lances in the northwest quarter of the heavens" (Roger of Wendover, 1849). France, December 584: "A great beacon traversed the heavens, lighting up the land far and wide some time before the day dawned" (Gregory of Tours, 1977). Japan, 637: "A great star floated from east to west, and there was a noise like that of thunder" (Nihongi, 1956). Annam (Vietnam), May 22, 1618: In the early evening "a star moved swiftly westward, like a roll of cloth" (Ho, 1964).

Auroral phenomena. 93 B.C.: "At Volscini flame seemed to flash from the sky at dawn; after it had gathered together, the flame displayed a dark gray opening, and the sky seemed to divide; in the gap tongues of flame appeared" (Obsequens, 1959). Possibly a beam or halo phenomenon. Rome, 42 B.C.: "Light shone so brightly at night that people got up to begin work as though day had dawned" (Obsequens, op. cit.). France, December 584: "Rays of light shone in the sky, and in the north a column of fire was seen to hang from on high for a space of two hours, with an immense star perched on top of it" (Gregory of Tours, 1977). England, December 7, 1122: "There were many sail... who said that they saw near the earth in the northeast a great and broad fire which grew in length up to the sky, and the sky divided into four parts and fought against it as if it were bound to extinguish it, and the fire then stopped growing upward toward the heavens. They saw that fire at daybreak, and it lasted until it was light everywhere" (Peterborough Chronicle, op. cit.).

Parhelia, atmospheric halos. 122 B.C.: "In Gaul three suns and three moons were seen" (Obsequens, op. cit.). Hereford and Worcester, England, April 8, 1233: "There appeared four spurious suns around the real sun, of different colors, some of a semicircular form and others round. These suns... were seen by more than a thousand creditable persons" (Roger of Wendover, op. cit.).

Phenomena of unusual character and less certain identity. Japan, 682: "A thing appeared in shape like a Buddhist baptismal flag, and of a flame color. It floated through the void towards the north and was seen by all the provinces. Some said that it sank into the Sea of Koshi" (Nihongi, op. cit.). England, 1171: "A great dragon... flew through the air not far from the ground, and in his flight raised a great fire in the air which burnt a house to ashes, with all that was about it" (Genealogies of the Kings of England, 1865). Belloacum, 1194: "Ravens... of huge greatness flying in the air from place to place, were seen to carry in their bills quick and burning coals, with which they set houses on fire" (Batemon, 1581). This legend of ordinary or monstrous birds carrying fire is included in Pliny, Dio Cassius, and Obsequens and appears in a number of medieval accounts. Craconia, Poland, December 1, 1269: "In the twilight, a strange and a notable brightness shaped like a cross, gave light down, not only upon the city, but upon all of the country about" (ibid.). France, January 13, 1537: "A star of wonderful greatness was seen in the element, which by little and little spreading into the air took the form of a whitish circle, whereof afterward through a great violence of the wind flames were rained upon the earth and did burn only those things which otherwise are not commonly consumed with devouring flames...." (ibid.).

Wildfire. This curious phenomenon recurs from medieval to recent times. The term may refer to runaway brush fires, and it was a synonym for gunpowder in
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Elizabethan times, but the word indicated something unusual as well. England, 1092: “In this year appeared the wildfire, such as no man before remembered; and moreover it did harm in many places. 1049... and the wildfire also did much evil in Derbyshire and elsewhere. 1078. And in this year was the dry summer, and wildfire came in many shires, and burned many towns; and also many burghs were burnt” ( Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, 1964). 1048: “The wild fire which none did understand, killed many men and animals all over England... There came fires in the air, commonly called ‘woodland fires,’ which destroyed towns, standing corn in the field, in Derby and other counties” (Florence of Worcester, 1854).

“Many districts... were visited with a mortality, among men and cattle; and a fire in the air, commonly called wild-fire, burnt many villas and corn fields” (Roger of Wendover, op. cit.). Northumberland, England, May 1067: “Many folk saw a sign. In likeness of fire it was. In the air it greatly flamed and burned; Towards the earth it approached. For a little it quite lighted up. Then it revolved up above. Then fell into the deep sea. In many places it burnt woods and plains” (Gaimar, 1968). An even more severe outbreak began late in 1693 and continued into 1694. A writer called attention to the “unaccountable firing of sixteen ricks of hay, and two barns.... [They were not burnt by common fire, but by a kindled exhalation which was often seen to come from the sea....]

Such as have seen the fire, say ’twas a weak blue flame, easily extinguished....” (Camden, 1695). John Evelyn writes in his diary (April 22, 1694) of a “fiery exhalation rising out of the sea in Montgomeryshire, which spread itself a furlong broad and traveled many miles in length; burning all straw, hay, thatch, grass, but doing no harm to trees... leaving such a taint on the grass, as killed all the cattle that ate of it” (Evelyn, 1955).

On October 5, 1877, a letter appeared in the London Times discussing mysterious lights of various colors on the coast of Wales in 1875 and 1877. These lights “have frequently been seen moving over the estuary of the Dysynni river and out at sea.” They moved quickly for miles and suddenly disappeared. Even as late as 1953 mysterious fires occurred in the same area (Wilkins, 1954).

Apparitional phenomena. These events make up much of the prodigy literature. Some of them are simple but often become complex epics by Reformation times, spectacular to read but too incredible to believe, consisting of far more imagination than accurate observation. 214 B.C.: “At Hadria an altar appeared in the sky with men in white robes standing around it” (Livy, 1972). 104 A.D.: “At Armenia ... weapons in the sky seemed to join in battle... from east and west; those from the west appeared to suffer defeat” (Obsequens, op. cit.). Jerusalem, A.D. 70: “Before sunset there were seen in the sky over the whole country, chariots and regiments in arms speeding through the clouds and encircling the towns” (Josephus, 1976). Japan, 643: “Five colored banners and umbrellas shone in the sky, and descending, hung over the Temple to the sound of various music... at length they were pointed out to Iruka, upon which the banners and umbrellas were changed into a black cloud, so that Iruka was unable to see them” (Nihongi, op. cit.). Dunstable, England, 1188: “The heavens opened, and, in the sight of many... a cross appeared, very long and of wonderful magnitude, and it appeared as though Jesus Christ was fastened thereon with nails, and crowned with thorns; His hands also were stretched out on the cross, and the wounds of His hands, and feet, and sides were bloody, and His blood was flowing down but did not fall upon the earth. This appearance lasted from the ninth hour of the day till twilight” (Annals of Roger de Houven), 1853. 1532: “In many countries there were seen dragons flying in the air in flocks covered with crowns, and having pigs’ snouts” (Bateman, op. cit.). This account is reminiscent of reports of flying serpents which continued even into the early years of the twentieth century. Gierstedt, Anhalt (Germany), May 12, 1624: “A strange prodigy in the heaven... continued from 6 till 8 o’clock at night.... First of all came forth out of the clouds an ancient, with a red Hungarian habit; after him followed some grave men clothed in the like habit. Thirdly, came forth a chariot with two horses of divers sprinkled colors, and another chariot with four armed horses. Suddenly did break out of the clouds in infinite number of people, like a swarm of bees, with such aforesaid Hungarian habit, and with Hungarian hats upon their heads with great feathers. After them followed a man seated upon horseback, with a great long robe, parting the people before him. After this did follow a comet... with inclining head. A quarter of an hour after came
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forth another army, consisting of many horses and foot, and chariots.... In the midst of the army appeared a man alone, drawing before him a long red cross.” One army then routed and defeated the other, afterwards marching away and vanishing amid red clouds (Brinckmair, 1638). October 17, 1660: “At Shenly in Hertfordshire... was seen in the air towards the evening... the appearance of five naked men exceeding bright and glorious, moving very swiftly” (Mirabilis Annus, 1661–62). This appearance corresponded with the execution of three Puritan leaders and constituted one of the political “prodigies” in this work.

Aerial phenomena associated with rulers, heroes, and great events. 343 B.C.: The Greek commander Timoleon set sail from Corinth to Sicily. “[W]hen he was now entered into the deep by night... the heavens seemed all on a sudden to break open, and a bright spreading flame to issue forth from it, and hover over the ship he was in; and, having formed itself into a torch... it began to steer the same course... guiding them by its light” (Plutarch, 1977). Rome, A.D. 193: After the assassination of the emperor Pertinax, three men contended for the throne. “These were the three persons darkly indicated by the three stars that suddenly came into view surrounding the sun.... These heavenly bodies were so very brilliant that the soldiers kept continually looking up at them and pointing them out to one another, declaring moreover that some dreadful fate would befall the usurper” (Dio Cassius, 1905). England, ca. 500: Geoffrey of Monmouth wrote around 1136 of a cometlike sign foretelling the birth of King Arthur: “There appeared a star of great magnitude and brilliance, with a single beam shining from it. At the end of this beam was a ball of fire, spread out in the shape of a dragon. From the dragon’s mouth stretched forth two rays of light” (Geoffrey of Monmouth, 1966). England, 1239: “Before the birth of [Edward I], there appeared early in the morning certain days together before the sun was up, a star of a large compass, the which with swift course was carried through a long circuit of the air, sometimes shewing as it had borne fire with it, and sometimes leaving as it were smoke behind it, so that it was after judged, that the great deeds which were to be achieved by... Edward, were by this wonderful constellation foreshadowed and signified” (Holinshed, 1808). Constantinople, May 29, 1453: “Every night [during the siege by the Turks] a fire descended from the sky, stood over the City, and enveloped her with light all night long.” At first the Christians read this light as a sign of God’s wrath and the coming destruction of the city, but initial successes against the Turks led to the reinterpretation that God had sided with the Christians and that they would prevail. “Thus the sultan and his entire retinue became visibly depressed... and were considering lifting the siege.... On the night before their scheduled departure the heavenly sign descended in its customary manner but did not envelop our City as it had before.... [N]ow it seemed to be far away, then scattered quickly, and vanished at once. The sultan and his court were immediately filled with joy” (Melissinos, 1980).

Aerial phenomena associated with gods and saints. Some of the most spectacular phenomena belong to this category, also some of the least reliable. Written sometimes centuries after the event, these reports reflect more a tradition of supernatural beliefs than genuine events. 1250 B.C. (?): “And the Lord went before them by day in a pillar of cloud, to lead them the way; and by night in a pillar of fire, to give them light; to go by day and night: He took not away the pillar of the cloud by day, nor the pillar of fire by night, from before the people” (Exodus 13:21-22). ca. 4 B.C.: “Behold, there came wise men from the east to Jerusalem, saying, Where is he that is born King of the Jews? for we have seen his star in the east.... Lo, the star... went before them, till it came and stood over where the young child was” (Matthew 2:1-2,9). ca. A.D. 30: “And when he had spoken these things, while they beheld, he was taken up; and a cloud received him out of their sight” (Acts 1:9). Ireland, ca. 520: A priest, “upon returning home from the church after mass, found his house illuminated with a bright light, and saw in fact a ball of fire standing over the face of the little boy [St. Columba] as he lay asleep” (Life of St. Columba, 1874). Scotland, 579: “On the night when St. Columba... passed from earth to heaven, while I and others with me were engaged in fishing... we saw the whole vault of heaven become suddenly illuminated. Struck by the suddenness of the miracle, we raised our eyes and looked towards the east, when, lo! there appeared something like an immense pillar of fire, which seemed to us, as it
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ascended upwards at that midnight, to illuminate the whole earth like the summer sun at noon; and after that column penetrated the heavens darkness followed, as if the sun had just set... [M]any other fishermen... were greatly terrified... by an appearance of the same kind" (ibid.). Barking, England, ca. 673: During a plague, the sisters in a nunnery were uncertain of where they should be buried. They "received a very clear indication of the wishes of heaven. For one night... a light from heaven like a great sheet suddenly appeared and shone over them all, so alarming them that they even broke off their singing in consternation. After a while this brilliant light... rose and traveled to the south side of the convent... and, having remained over that area for a time, withdrew heavenwards in the sight of them all... So brilliant was this light... that the rays... penetrating the chinks of doors and windows seemed brighter than the brightest daylight" (Bede, 1970). Russia, February 11, 1110: "A fiery pillar appeared, which reached from earth to heaven; lightnings illuminated the whole countryside, and thunder was heard in the sky at the first hour of the night. The whole populace beheld the miracle. The pillar first stood over the stone refectory [of the Crypt Monastery], so that its cross could not be seen. Then it moved a little, reached the church, and halted over the tomb of Theodosius. Then it rose, as if facing to the eastward, and forthwith became invisible" (Nestor, 1930). Ireland, February 17, 1173: On the night the bishop of all northern Ireland died, "the night was illumined from nocturns until cockcrow, and the ground was all in flames; and a large mass of fire ascended over the town, and proceeded towards the southeast; and all persons arose from their beds, imagining that it was day" (Annals of Loch Ce, 1965).

Around 1620 Francisco de Moncada wrote a history of Spanish participation in a Crusade some 300 years earlier. He added this legend associated with the New Testament St. John: "They say that the tomb of Saint John is in this city of Ephesus... Shortly after his funeral, a great cloud that looked like fire rose over the place. The people believed that his body was carried off in it, because they could not find it afterwards" (Moncada, 1975).

Western world. The Indian Mahabaratā epic describes the death of Krishna as follows: "A resplendent light arose from the form of Krishna, which diffused its lustre through the whole space from earth to heaven; and... the now expiring hero was attended by [a long list of angel-like spirits], who now hastened to conduct the soul of Krishna to the abodes of the blessed. It is added, that the same light which shone over the house of his father Basdeu at the period of his birth, was that which now illustrated the departure of Krishna, with whom it disappeared from the earth" ("The Last Days of Krishna," 1881).

The following four categories of phenomena are taken from folkloric accounts:

Death-omen lights. New England, ca. 1680: The Indians "have a remarkable observation of a flame that appears before the death of an Indian or English upon their wigwams in the dead of night; I was called out once about twelve a clock... and plainly perceived it mounting into the air over a church.... You may certainly expect a dead corpse in two or three days" (Crouch, 1685). (In Wales small floating lights called corpse candles preceded death in the village and followed the course of the funeral, one candle for each of the deceased. These lights are discussed in Richard Baxter's Certainty of the Worlds of Spirits [1691] and John Aubrey's Miscellanies [1721].) In Cambrian Superstitions (1831) W. Howells writes that in the eighteenth century "three corpse candles were observed on the surface of the water, gliding down the stream which runs near the road... and it is related that a few days after, some men were crossing the river near there in a coracle... and when about in the middle of the river... their frail conveyance sank... and they were drowned."

Supernatural beings, ghosts, witches. Will-o’-the-Wisp. China, ca. 140 B.C.: "Duke Wen came into possession of some stonelike objects which he placed in a shrine... The spirits of the objects sometimes would not appear for a whole year, while at other times they would come several times in the year. They always appeared at night, shedding a brilliant light like shooting stars, coming from the southeast, and gathering on the wall of the shrine. They looked like roosters and made a screeching sound" (Ssu-ma Ch‘en, 1961). Leicestershire and Northamptonshire, England, November/
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December 1394: “A certain thing appeared in the likeness of fire in many parts of ... England ... every night. This fiery apparition, oftentimes when anybody went alone, it would go with him, and would stand still when he stood still. To some it appeared in the likeness of a turning wheel burning; to others round in the likeness of a barrel, flaming out flames of fire at the head; to others in the likeness of a long burning lance ... and when many went together, it approached not near them, but appeared to them as it were afar off” (Holinshed, 1808). Massachusetts, January 18, 1644: “About midnight three men, coming in a boat to Boston, saw two lights arise out of the water ... in form like a man, and went a small distance to the town ... and there vanished away. They saw them about a quarter of an hour.... A week after the like was seen again. A light like the moon arose about the N.E. point in Boston, and met the former at Nottles Island, and there they closed in one, and then parted, and closed and parted divers times, and so went over the hill in the island and vanished. Sometimes they shot out flames and sometimes sparkles. This was about eight of the clock in the evening, and was seen by many.” About the same time a voice was heard calling, “Boy, boy, come away, come away,” and the appearances occurred near where a ship had blown up not long before (Winthrop, 1959). Japan, 1686: After the death of a greedy man, “every night a fiery ball flew from his village to the temple on the top of Hicizan, and more particularly to a spot, where many oil-lights were burning. The people were very afraid of it and called it the ‘oil-thief,’ as they supposed it to be the bad steward’s soul, filled with an ardent desire for the oil. Young men would hit it with arrows and bullets, but when it appeared above their heads, in the shape of a dark cloud with a light in the center, they dropped their bows and guns for fear. One of them, who ventured to look at the apparition, saw a furious human head, blowing fire out of its mouth” (Visser, 1914). Salem, Massachusetts, ca. 1692: “John Pressy testified, that being one evening very unaccountably bewildered ... and several times, as one under an enchantment, returning to the place he had left, at length he saw a marvellous light, about the bigness of a half-bushel, near two rod out of the way. He went, and struck at it with a stick.... He gave it near forty blows; and felt it a palpable substance. But going from it, his heels were struck up, and he was laid with his back on the ground.... Having, after his recovery, gone five or six rod, he saw Susanna Martin standing on his left-hand, as the light had done before.... He could scarce find his house in his return; but at length he got home, extremely affrighted. The next day ... Martin was in a miserable condition by pains and hurts that were upon her” (Mather, 1914).

The Wild Hunt. Accounts of a furious supernatural host or hunting party rushing through the air, sometimes accompanied by lights, are common in the folklore of northern Europe. The earliest mention may trace back as far as the Roman writer Agricola’s Germania, and several similar reports appear in medieval chronicles. A bright light seen in the air over western Germany in the 1850s was called the “Devil’s Army,” probably a synonym for the Wild Hunt, and in 1897 some German immigrants in Iowa remembered this appearance in connection with the head-lights that figured in phantom ship sightings then being reported. An example collected in the nineteen century tells of two men stealing wood just after the death of a local count: “But scarcely had they filled the wagon when they heard hounds baying and horn calls; through the air over the trees went the Wild Hunt, black dogs with fiery eyes in front, then on a black, fire-snorting horse the dead count sounded a hunting-horn, from the mouth of which a long fiery tail flowed to the place where [the men] stood” (Erich Pohl, 1975).

Fairies. Fairy lore is rich with parallels to UFO phenomena, whether small flying lights attributed to fairies or visits to fairyland with similarities to UFO-abduction reports. The fairy tradition was active in medieval times and occasionally found its way into chronicles, though most collections of these accounts date from more recent times. Isle of Man: “One October night, I and another young man were going to a kind of Manx harvest-home.... I looked across the river and saw a circle of supernatural light.... The spot where the light appeared was a flat space ... and into this space and the circle of light ... I saw come in twos and threes a great crowd of little beings smaller than Tom Thumb and his wife.... They moved back and forth amid the circle of light, and they formed in order like troops drilling” (Evans-Wentz, 1973). Flakkebyaerg, Sweden: “A peasant ... was riding home ... one evening, and on approaching [the prehistoric
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burial mound called] Barnet he saw the whole mound standing on four glowing pillars, while on drawing nearer he could see a crowd of little creatures dancing merrily beneath it” (Craigie, 1896). England: A man returning home one evening “suddenly perceived before him ... a large company of fairies intensely engaged in their favorite diversions. He drew near unobserved, and presently descried a stee [ladder] reaching from them up into a cloud. But no sooner was the presence of a mortal discovered than all made a hasty retreat up the stee. Jack rushed forward ... but arrived too late. They had effected their retreat, and quickly drawing up the stee, they shut the cloud and disappeared” (Newman and Wilson, 1952).

The reports below refer more or less explicitly to aerial constructions of various kinds:

Aerial vehicles. ca. 911 B.C.: “And it came to pass, as [Elijah and Elisha] still went on, and talked, that, behold, there appeared a chariot of fire, and horses of fire, that parted them both asunder; and Elijah went up by a whirlwind into heaven” (II Kings 2:11). 614 B.C.: Ezekiel’s vision began while he was by the river Chebar with a group of captives, when “behold, a whirlwind came out of the north, a great cloud, and a fire infolding itself.... Also out of the midst thereof came the likeness of four living creatures. And this was their appearance; they had the likeness of a man. And every one had four faces, and every one had four wings ... and they sparkled like the color of burnished brass.... Now as I beheld the living creatures, behold one wheel upon the earth by the living creatures.... The appearance of the wheels and their work was like unto the color of a beryl: and they four had one likeness: and their appearance and their work was as it were a wheel in the middle of a wheel. When they went, they went upon their four sides: and they turned not when they went” (Ezekiel 1:4-17). ca. 200 B.C.-A.D. 200: The Indian Ramayana epic was written at this time, though the mythical events described may belong to a far more ancient time. In it we find this account: “Then suddenly a starlight came down from heaven toward Rama. As it approached ... Rama saw that it was a brilliant aerial chariot, a silver car with weapons hung in racks that shone like lanterns, drawn by 10 silver-gray horses flying abreast, and coming closer and closer with many fan-blades spinning and silver blades all flashing.” Japan, summer 655: “In the midst of the Void there was seen one riding on a dragon, who resembled a man of Thang in appearance. He had on a broad hat of green oiled stuff. He rode fast from the peak of Katsuraki and disappeared on Mount Ikoma. When it became noon, he galloped off over the mists of Sumiyoshi in a westerly direction” (Nihonki, op. cit.).

Aerial ships. Rome, 218-17 B.C.: “Shapes like shining ships had appeared in the sky” (Livy, op. cit.). 173 B.C.: “At Lanuvium the vision of a great fleet was said to have been seen in the sky” (ibid.). Irish records contain a number of aerial-ship stories. One tells of worshippers of Clonmacnois; as they emerged from church, they found a ship’s anchor hooked in an arch of the building. A man came down the rope as if swimming from the ship above, apparently to free the anchor, but the people seized him. Only the intervention of the bishop saved the man. He swam back up to the ship, and his crewmen cut the rope. Gervase of Tilbury retells this same story, after relocating it in England. Ireland, 743: “Ships, with their crews, were plainly seen in the sky this year” (Annals of the Four Masters, 1856). Ireland, 956: “Congalach ... was at the fair of Teltown ... when he saw a ship sailing along in the air. One of the crew cast a dart at a salmon. The dart fell down in the presence of the gathering, and a man came out of the ship after it. When he seized its end from above, a man from below seized it from below. Upon which the man from above said: ‘I am being drowned,’ said he. ‘Let him go,’ said Congalach; and he is allowed to go up, and then he goes from them swimming” (Meyer, 1910). England, 1254: “In the night season ... there appeared in the element the perfect form and likeness of a mighty great ship, which was first seen of certain monks of St. Albans.... At length it seemed as the boards and joints thereof had gone in sunder, and so it vanished away” (Holmshed, 1808). New Haven, Connecticut, June 1648: “There appeared over the harbor ... in the evening, the form of the keel of a ship with three masts, to which were suddenly added all the tackling and sails, and presently after, upon the top of the poop, a man standing with one hand akimbo ... and in his right hand a sword stretched out toward the sea. Then from the side of the ship which was from the town arose a great smoke, which covered all the ship,
and in that smoke she vanished away.... This was seen by many ... and it continued about a quarter of an hour” (Winthrop, op. cit.).

**UFO-like phenomena.** The number of pre-1800 anomalies with any resemblance to modern UFOs is small. The number of these that are genuine unknowns is smaller still. Rome, 100 B.C.: “A burning shield darted across at sunset, from west to east, throwing out sparks” (Pliny, 1855). Obsequens says, “At sunset a circular object like a shield was seen to sweep across from west to east” (279). These “shields” are probably meteors, but a more impressive “flying-saucer” report comes from the time of Charlemagne. Germany, A.D. 776: The Saxons revolted against the Franks and were storming the castle at Syburg, on the Ruhr. “One day ... God’s glory was made manifest over the castle church in the sight of a great number outside as well as inside.... They reportedly saw the likeness of two shields red with flame wheeling over the church. When the heathens outside saw this miracle, they were at once thrown into confusion and started fleeing their camp in terror” (Scholz, 1970). Several UFO books from the 1950s included a report from Byland Abbey in 1290, saying that a silvery discus flew by and caused utmost terror. Strong evidence indicates that this story is a fake (Rosenberg, op. cit.), and the simple fact that no other chronicle repeats this event, despite the common practice of borrowing from other sources, adds to the certitude of this evaluation.

Other meteoric accounts are intriguing, if not very convincing. Italy, 212 B.C.: “At Reate a big rock was seen to fly through the air” (Livy, op. cit.). France, A.D. 590: “So bright a light illuminated a wide spread of lands in the middle of the night that you would have thought that it was high noon. On a number of occasions fiery globes were also seen traversing the sky in the night-time, so that they seemed to light up the whole earth” (Gregory of Tours, op. cit.). Halberstadt, Saxony, April 24, 1546: “There was seen a ball of a black color going with a great violence, from amid the moon towards the north” (Bateman, op. cit.).

Some meteors are impressive for the motion attributed to them in the accounts. Aegos Potami, August 405 B.C.: The Spartan commander Lysander defeated the Athenian fleet near the Hellespont. Two starlike lights were said to have accompanied his ship, and a “stone of great size did fall ... which is shown to this day.... [Daimachus] says, that before this stone fell, for seventy-five days continually, there was seen in the heavens a vast fiery body, as if it had been a flaming cloud, not resting, but carried about with several intricate and broken movements, so that the flaming pieces, which were broken off by this comotion ... were carried in all directions, shining as falling stars do. But when it afterwards came down to the ground ... there was no fire to be seen, neither any sign of it, there was only a stone lying, big indeed, but which bore no proportion ... to that fiery compass” (Plutarch, op. cit.). The stone sounds like a genuine meteorite; as for the more elaborate story, Plutarch adds, “It is manifest that Daimachus needs to have indulgent hearers,” if his account is to gain credit. China, A.D. 235: “Chuko Liang led a large army against the Wei [kingdom]. When his troops were stationed at Wei-nan a red meteor with pointed rays fell from the north-east towards the south-west into his camps. The meteor moved to and fro three times above the camp, being of a greater magnitude each time on its forward movement than on its return” (Ho, 1966). Tours, France, January 31, 583: “The people had got up and were on their way to church. The sky was overcast, and it was raining. Suddenly a great ball of fire fell from the sky and moved some considerable distance through the air, shining so brightly that visibility was as clear as at high noon. Then it disappeared once more behind a cloud, and darkness fell again” (Gregory of Tours, op. cit.). Annam (Vietnam), March or April 1276: “There was a ‘combat’ between two stars in the heavens; one of them fell as a meteor” (Ho, 1964).

Phenomena of a different sort are described in the three events that follow. Spoletum, 91 B.C.: A “gold-colored fireball rolled down to the ground; increased in size, it seemed to move off the ground towards the east, and was big enough to blot out the sun” (Obsequens, op. cit.). Pliny describes the same occurrence: “We have an account of a spark falling from a star, and increasing as it approached the earth, until it became of the size of the moon, shining as through a cloud; it afterwards returned to the heavens and was converted into a lampas.... It was seen by Silanus, the
proconsul, and his attendants” (Pliny, op. cit.). Ball lightning has been proposed as a solution for this appearance and may apply to the next two. Erdford, Germany, 1520: “[T]here were seen two suns, and a burning became of a wonderful greatness in the element, which falling down upon the ground destroyed many places. Turning from thence to the air, it put on a round form” (Bateman, op. cit.). Near Pfortzheim, Baden, Germany, May 1543: “At a village called Zessenhusen, between four and five of the clock in the afternoon a great comet was seen, that was bigger than a millstone to see ... which stretched out his tail towards the north, from whence a fire descending to the earth like a dragon, drunk clean up the brook that was next unto it, from thence flying into a field, consuming a great part of the corn, and mounting up again left behind horrible tokens of these things to be seen” (ibid.).

Hertfordshire, England, October 30, 1660: “Three persons ... going before day ... were on a sudden smitten with a great terrible flash of lightning; after which the air continued very light ... and [they] concluded that some house at Meisden had been on fire; but they having not ridden much further perceived the fire in a great body to ascend, and the sky opening to receive it; and as it went up, three stars one immediately after another fell down from it perpendicularly.... Some part of the body of fire which ascended, remained yet in their view, and after a little space it turned into the direct form of a sickle with a handle ... and continued ... till the daylight swallowed it up” (Mirabilis Annus, 1661–62). Ireland, 1689: Several men coming north from Dublin, “about nine a clock at night ... espied several little twinkling lights in the air, with two larger than the rest.” A little later one man went ahead of his companions and “saw the same lights again, as nigh he could guess, about the ground where [the British army] afterwards encamped: On the side of the hill ... he turned about and looked at them, and at the same time he heard the most dismal and heavy groans in the world” (Crouch, 1691).

Some reports combine seemingly familiar auroral or halo phenomena with some unusual movements. England, 1979: “In the same year was seen oftentimes a bloody cloud, in the likeness of fire; and that was most apparent at midnight; and was colored in various ways. Then when it was about dawn it glided away” (Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, 1664). York, England, December 1200: “A little before Christmas, about the first watch of the night, five moons appeared in the heavens, the first appeared to the north, the second in the south, the third in the west, the fourth in the east, the fifth appeared in the middle of the first four, with several stars around it; and this last one, with its accompanying stars, made the circuit of the other four moons five times or more. This phenomenon lasted for about an hour, to the wonder of many who beheld it” (Roger of Wendover, op. cit.). Near London, November 5, 1660: “Two men ... very early in the morning from under it appeared two stars as big as the moon, and ... they did with great violence contend with each other. One star grew dimmer and the other brighter during the contest of two hours’ duration. Streams of fire and blood poured down from the stars” (Mirabilis Annus, op. cit.).

In some cases the reports are most likely fantastic distortions or exaggerations of natural events, though perhaps unusual manifestations of nature. Switzerland and Germany, December 30, 1560: A large red aurora appeared over much of Europe and was interpreted as a prodigy. Many reports of incidents associated with this event reached Joachim Camerarius, who said of the letters, “They do show a certain monstrous thing seen in the field of Bern: There appeared a fiery globe in which a bear and a lion seemed to fight together. In the dominion of [Groeningen?] they write that a globe of fire did fly so near a village, that a husbandman was afraid of the burning of his house, because the fire was seen so near to the top of the house” (Strange News, or the History of Strange Wonders, 1561). Hungary, 1617: “One afternoon ... there appeared ... a black circular cloud, from which blood dropped like rain. This atmospheric appearance was accompanied by a most tremendous burst of thunder, and in the cloud there was seen the appearance of fiery crosses. After this cloud had condensed itself, a great quantity of smoke began to issue from it in all directions; and shortly afterwards another tremendous burst of thunder was heard.... [T]he cattle in the field fell upon their knees ... and then fled wild in all directions, many of which were never afterwards found.... From this cloud, also, descended black round hail” (Naïma, 1832). En-
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gland, 1659: Several prodigies appeared between Leicester and Nottingham, and among them there was "the dismal sight in the air, on Sabbath day last was a fortnight, prodigiously representing itself from one of the clock in the forenoon, till about a quarter and a half after three, in the perfect figure and form of a black coffin, with a fiery dart, and a flaming sword flying to and again, backwards and forwards toward the head of the said coffin, which was ... beheld by many hundreds of people.... And very observable it is, that the fiery dart, or arrow, during the time that the coffin lay hovering and flying up and down in the air, seemed as it were to charge each other, and with such clashing, and streaks of fire, as the like is not to be parallel'd in any age; but upon the dissolution of the coffin, abundance of streams of fire proceeded from it" (The Five Strange Wonders, 1659).

The continuation of supernatural aerial anomalies. Though the eighteenth century was a time of transition from supernatural to natural anomalies, the replacement of the older tradition by the newer came about slowly and by degrees. Though supernatural anomalies have become scarce, the tradition has persisted down to the present. In June 1735 and on several other occasions, various witnesses reported the age-old phantom army, this time marching on Souter-fell, in England ("A Journey," 1747). On August 7, 1806, a number of persons near Chimney Rock, North Carolina, saw a host of beings dressed in brilliant white raiment hovering around the mountain, and the same site hosted an aerial cavalry fight in September 1811 (Newton, 1960; McDowell, 1961). At a village near Warasdin, Hungary, the inhabitants saw great divisions of infantry in the air, the men dressed in scarlet caps and the chief waving a flashing sword in the air. This apparition appeared early in 1887, and the villagers were convinced that a war was imminent ("Tales of the Supernatural." New York World, April 24, 1887). A legend arose after the Battle of Mons in 1914 that angels or bowmen had fought for the British (Machen, 1915). In Germany in 1934, "[w]hen Field Marshal von Hindenburg died ... then the gray soldiers of the World War appeared in the clouds, to give their dead field commander an escort to Tannenberg.... In all East Prussia the gray army was clearly and plainly seen" (Pohl, 1975).

The "Star of Bethlehem" reappeared from time to time, according to some beliefs. Several persons wrote to newspapers reporting Venus as the Star in 1887 (New York Daily Graphic, May 31, 1887), and the airship light of 1897 inspired similar comments. Religious fervor continued to inspire supernatural manifestations, among them the following:

"Having heard that fire had descended on several of the great Irish assemblies during the Revivals [of 1859] I ... made inquiry and conversed with those who had witnessed it. During the open-air meetings, when some 600 to 1000 people were present, a kind of cloud of fire approached in the air, hovered and dipped over the people, rose and floated on some distance, again hovered on ... another revival meeting, and so it continued" (Grey, 1915). The revivals in Wales during 1905 produced many reports of lights and balls of fire hovering around the assemblies, but especially near one of the leading evangelists, Mrs. Mary Jones (McClure and McClure, 1980). Apparitions of the Virgin Mary were common in the nineteenth century. The inmates of an Irish orphanage saw her standing on a radiant cloud in the summer of 1880, while at sunset luminous globes of various colors floated through the air ("Miraculous Apparitions in Limerick." New York Herald, September 1, 1880). One of the most spectacular apparitions occurred at Fatima, Portugal, in 1917. A series of appearances included aerial passages of the Virgin and culminated on October 13 when some 50,000 witnesses saw the sun turn pale, spin on its axis, and seem to fall from the sky (Walsh, 1954; see also Fatima Miracle). Such apparitions continue even now, with a series of reports coming from Medjugorje, Yugoslavia, and Nicaragua during the 1980s.

Ghostly lights still appear, such as those at Brown Mountain and Maco Station, North Carolina, Hornet, Missouri, and Marfa, Texas. In February 1909 the residents of a mining village in Pennsylvania found the body of a murder victim by investigating an arrow of flame which hovered over the spot (Indianapolis Star, February 14, 1909). The age of invention even opened new opportunities for ghostlore as a spectral light marked the site of many railroad accidents in the nineteenth century.

The beginning of naturalistic anomalies. Most aerial anomalies reported in the eighteenth century dif-
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ered little in description from reports of earlier centuries. Gentleman's Magazine for 1756 noted that a
"very uncommon phenomenon was observed at Wepio in Sweden. A luminous body, as large as a full moon, passed from the southwest to the northeast, from whence issued a stream of light in a straight line, which during its continuance gave night the appearance of day; but when it disappeared, it left behind it a thick smoke" (p. 38). This report probably describes a large meteor, though the writer still treats the appearance as unusual. What he does not attribute to the object is a supernatural significance. The transition to naturalism was complete when the witness assumed that the object he saw on December 16, 1742, over London was a meteor, then reported it to Philosophical Transactions (43:524-25) because it was an unusual meteor. This object moved parallel to the horizon, undulated in flight, and stayed in sight for half a minute. Moreover, the meteor's fiery head, as large as the full moon, seemed surrounded and bisected by a dark frame "like bands of iron." Here, then, was an anomaly—a meteor that did not look or act as a meteor should.

Other anomalies began to accumulate as science developed in the eighteenth century. Several astronomers reported a satellite of the planet Venus, but later observers could find no sign of this moon. One observation of especial peculiarity began on August 9, 1762, when a Swiss astronomer saw through his telescope a strange body crossing the face of the sun. The body was of considerable size and spindle-shaped. "This spindle kept continually advancing on the sun's body, from east towards west, with no more than about half the velocity with which the ordinary solar spots move; for it did not disappear till the 7th of September.... Another observer some distance away saw the object, but it crossed a different segment of the sun, indicating that the body was located between the earth and the sun ("Natural History." 1766). As scientific understanding advanced, observations of aerial phenomena that violated this understanding began to accumulate.

Later uses of pre-1800 aerial anomalies in the UFO literature. From the earliest years of the modern UFO era, authors took an interest in early reports as a way to establish a pedigree for current sightings. Desmond Leslie's chapters in Flying Saucers Have Landed (1953) and Harold T. Wilkins in Flying Saucers on the Attack (1954) drew extensively on early reports to prove that airplanes and balloons could not explain all reports. Strange sights appeared before human inventions cluttered the skies. If UFOs were age-old, space visitors might have had an interest in the earth for many centuries. Donald H. Menzel made use of old reports as well in his book Flying Saucers (1953) but for the opposite reason. He called on these examples to prove that people had always seen strange and wonderful sights in the sky, and people of the present age maintained a similar interest. The forms of UFOs changed with the times and expectations of the observers, but the stimulus of unfamiliar and misidentified natural phenomena remained constant through the ages.

These two opposing directions have continued throughout modern ufological history. The Theosophists and writers on Atlantis or other lost continents had fostered a tradition of advanced ancient civilizations with superior scientific capabilities for many decades before the first flying-saucer reports. This theme and its indred idea that prehistoric visitors from space brought the secrets of culture to primitive human beings also proved popular among science-fiction writers. Richard Shaver's stories of ancient races still hiding underground—the so-called Shaver mystery—enjoyed considerable popularity on the eve of the modern UFO era. The ancient-visitation theme has continued as a tenacious element of UFO belief, fostered in the late 1950s and early 1960s by such speculators as George Hunt Williamson and Brinsley le Poer Trench.

The true heyday of the "ancient-astronaut" movement began only at the end of the 1960s, when Erich von Däniken's books popularized the idea that superscientific alien visitors were responsible for the architectural achievements of antiquity. A vast number of books, most of them dismaly researched and reasoned, followed on von Däniken's coattails during the 1970s. Only W. Raymond Drake's Gods and Space-men series reflected any extensive erudition. NASA engineer Josef F. Blumrich's The Spaceships of Ezekiel (1974) made an intriguing though misplaced effort to translate the metaphoric biblical account into a properly engineered spacecraft. Robert K. G. Temple explored the African Dogon people's lore regarding
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the star Sirius in his book *The Sirius Mystery* (1976). Here alone is anything close to evidence that some external source may have provided the people of earth with advanced knowledge. On the other hand, Ronald Story argues in his book *Guardians of the Universe* (1980) that advanced knowledge most likely came from terrestrial sources in modern times.

A more sophisticated use of early sightings and the mythology of otherworldly contact has been in efforts to revise or dismiss the extraterrestrial hypothesis. Jacques Vallee draws extensively on fairytale lore in *Passport to Magonia* (1969), not to follow the old party line that these stories hide meetings with extraterrestrials behind a screen of folklore but to create a new concept of the extraterrestrial. The beings of UFOs become not space travelers but something akin to the otherworldly beings of tradition. Together they form part of a larger reality glimpsed in various forms throughout the ages but different in form and purpose from our narrow and anthropocentric views. Jerome Clark and Loren Coleman internalized this idea in *The Unidentified* (1975). Drawing on C. G. Jung’s theory of archetypes (see Jung and UFOs), fairies and UFO occupants become symbols of fundamental psychological transformation. The psychosocial school of UFO interpretation has turned to early reports as proof that UFOs reflect the beliefs and expectations of a given age, and not necessarily paranormal psychic processes, cosmic control systems, or space-traveling aliens. In terms of psychosocial theory, the fact that UFOs change over time is perhaps the most convincing reason to doubt that they are objective phenomena.

Aerial phenomena of the supernatural era compare but poorly to the UFOs of today. In a time when all infrequent occurrences were mysterious, any odd sight in the sky became a “UFO” in the literal sense of the term. Even today conventional phenomena stimulate the majority of UFO reports. In a less discriminating age, the proportion of genuine mysteries to natural events must have been smaller still. Modern readers have no trouble identifying most of the appearances as astronomical or meteorological in nature, but the language of descriptions often complicates the recognition process. A complex international vocabulary developed around each sort of phenomenon. For example, meteors went by the names of torch, lamp, dart, and beam in the writings of the Roman author Pliny; the seventeenth-century English author William Fulke added spark of fire, dancing goat, burning candle, burning spear, and flying dragon; Chinese and Annamese (Vietnamese) astronomers used such terms as stray arrow and drifting star.

Another handicap in understanding these early aerial anomalies is the conceptual bias of the recorders. One of the most famous supernatural signs appeared to the Roman Emperor Constantine in A.D. 312. During a military campaign he acknowledged his need for divine help, pondered which god to pray to, and finally renounced paganism to accept the Christian God. Then at noon a luminous cross appeared in the sky, bearing the inscription, “Conquer With This.” The amazing sight led Constantine to victory, and he became the first Christian emperor of Rome. This account in all its outlines repeats many accounts that had come before and many others that would follow. At a time of crisis for the individual or the state, a supernatural manifestation appears and helps resolve the crisis. The message is inherently ambiguous in most cases and often goes unheeded, usually with dire consequences understood in full only by the historian after the fact. Obedience to the message proves the proper course of action, again after the fact.

This pattern repeats with stereotypical regularity, one writer following another in an age-old tradition of imposing a significant message on anomalous aerial phenomena. In one sense the importance attached to these events had a positive result. The old writers considered the events worth recording and often set them down in some detail. What remains in question is how much of the account is observation and how much is tradition. The Christian writer Eusebius recounted the Constantine story with an obvious purpose in mind—to show that God intervened with help for a man who prayed to Him. Few aerial apparitions carried a lettered message, but the figure of a cross has unmistakable meaning for Christians. Such forms did not appear in pagan histories but became quite common when the historians became Christians. Accurate reporting took second place to advancement of the faith, so the modern reader has good reason to suspect that every account
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is a distortion mandated by the literary and intellectual fashions of the day. This trend became acute in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries when propagandists twisted or fabricated prodigy accounts for political purposes.

Our view of the anomalies of the past is consequently a limited one. The beliefs of the era shine through brightly enough, but the underlying truths remain dim. Age, language, belief, motive, and understanding combine to obscure the reports from this era. It matches our own as a time haunted by otherworldly visitation, when people marveled at strange sights in the sky, but beyond those general comparisons the two periods diverge almost completely. Pre-1800 anomalies do not make a case for long-term alien visitation, nor do they necessarily refute it. Too many uncertainties cloud our view to say with confidence whether or not valid UFOs join the natural phenomena that make up most of the early record.

Thomas E. Bullard
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“Natural History: An account of a very singular phenomenon seen in the disk of the sun, in different parts of Europe, and not in others.” *Annual Register* 9 (1766).
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**ARMSTRONG CIRCLE THEATER BROADCAST**

In December 1957 Donald E. Keyhoe, director of the National Investigations Committee on Aerial Phenomena (NICAP), was invited to appear on a popular CBS television program, Armstrong Circle Theater, to talk about UFOs, along with Kenneth Arnold (whose June 24, 1947, sighting brought “flying saucers” into public consciousness; see kenneth arnold sighting) and Eastern Airlines pilot and UFO witness Clarence S. Chiles (see Chiles-Whitted Sighting). Other guests were to be former Project Blue Book head Edward J. Ruppelt, astronomer/UFO debunker Donald H. Menzel, and a representative of the U.S. Air Force.

Keyhoe was disappointed to learn that the show would not be a panel discussion. It would be scripted, thus preventing him from asking the Air Force hard questions. He was also unhappy when he was told that he would have only seven minutes. When promised that he would have final say on his part of the script, however, he agreed to appear on the show (titled UFO: The Enigma of the Skies), scheduled for the evening of January 22, 1958.

Keyhoe prepared a script which contrasted positive Air Force statements (such as a top secret 1948 “estimate of the situation” which concluded UFOs were interplanetary) with later contradictory negative Air Force pronouncements about UFOs. But then Armstrong Circle Theater writer Irv Tunick edited out the material, claiming that it made Keyhoe’s script “too long” (Keyhoe, 1960). After an argument Tunick seemed to agree to reinstate the critical information, but when Keyhoe arrived in New York to rehearse, Tunick told him he could say nothing about “hidden documents” such as the Estimate of the situation, whose existence the Air Force was (falsey) denying (Tacker, 1960) even after it had been report-

By now Ruppelt and Chiles had withdrawn from participation in the show (Chiles reportedly because of pressure from his employer), and soon Arnold, who complained the show was “rigged” in favor of the Air Force, left, too. (In a telegram message addressed to Tunick, Arnold wrote: “The persons or agencies who project information of national interest have a serious responsibility. A correctly informed public is one of the greatest assets this nation can have. This is to inform you that I will not be a participant on any program that obviously misrepresents and distorts facts” [Palmer, 1958].) Though he now had a total of 11 minutes with which to speak, Keyhoe felt that the Air Force was censoring the show, though Tunick denied it.

When the show was finally aired, Lt. Col. Spencer Widdon outlined the Air Force position that all UFOs are explainable. A thoroughly frustrated Keyhoe came on and dutifully read his script for a few minutes, then shocked everyone present by abruptly departing from it. He began, “And now I’m going to reveal something that has never been disclosed before. For the last six months we have been working with a Congressional committee investigating official secrecy about UFOs. If all the evidence we have given this committee is made public in open hearings, it would be proved—”. At this juncture program engineers stopped his microphone, though the picture continued, with Keyhoe’s lips moving silently. Unaware of what had just happened, he continued to speak, finishing his sentence with these words: “—that it will absolutely prove that the UFOs are real machines under intelligent control” (Keyhoe, op. cit.).

“I quickly regretted the action,” Keyhoe would later write. His action sparked headlines and furious controversy. He told the Associated Press that “this was not an attempt at censorship on the part of Armstrong Circle Theater or CBS” (Palmer, op. cit.). Yet these were not his real feelings; he had backpedaled only to protect Tunick and producer Robert Costello who were simply “victims of official pressure” (Keyhoe, op. cit.). At least one newspaper editorialist, a writer for the Lorain [Ohio] Journal, was less charitable. The
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